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Google Doodle for Penny Black’s
175th Anniversary
Google Doodle? An artistic version of the Google logo.

Britain’s Daily Mirror newspaper recorded the
anniversary of the Penny Black stamp on 1 May in
its web space, reporting:

“Google has created a doodle to commemorate the
birthday of the Penny Black. The internet giant has
devised an illustration to mark the anniversary of
the creation of the world's first adhesive stamp used
in a public postal system.

“The illustration features the iconic stamp, which
displays the brooding countenance of Queen
Victoria. The stamp was first issued in Britain on
May 1, 1840. It went into official use five days later.

“The stamp features the image of Britain's longest-
serving monarch, Queen Victoria.”

Google chose to use an unissued VR Penny Black,
rather than the issued design, but with Doodles
being of such iconic status, it is still good to see
stamps commemorated in this way.

Unfortunately the report was headed: “What is a
Penny Black Stamp?” -  a question that would not
have been asked just a few years ago but, ironically
due to the internet of course, millions are not
growing-up with this basic knowledge! Sad. * 
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Feedback from DS37
Grover, Sloper, Printex and Lithotex

A regular correspondent writes: “I found the latest issue of DS
interesting, especially the bit on Grover.

“Somewhere I heard or read about a machine to cancel by perf-
orating cards of Holiday Insurance stamps (when the stamps
had been stuck on the cards). It must have been a temptation
for crooks to steal them from wherever they were stored or
disposed of, perhaps the same was done to cards of the various
Unemployment Insurance, National Insurance and Health and
Pensions stamps, but I'm not sure how these were used. Some
were given a manuscript or rubber date stamp by the employer
when he affixed the stamp to the card to cancel them. Some
employers had their Insurance stamps perfined to protect them
before they were used (i.e. stuck to the cards). I think these
were very crude patterns of holes (mostly) from Sloper’s
records, but few examples are known; we don't collect them. I
have had a page of such a card, cancelled by an overall pattern
of holes, but cannot find it.

“John Easton in Stamps in the Making mentions nickel plating
and illustrates a Hunter-Penrose step and repeat photographic
apparatus (facing Pg 136), not sure I haven't come across the
Lithotex name when researching Miller & Motley. I would
like to know what else (apart from stamps) a step and repeat
machine could be used for, as stamps are a fairly limited
market, but I can't think of anything apart from Christmas
wrapping paper and that doesn't seem worthy of such a
complex machine.” * 

London 2015 Europhilex
A good time was had by all

Congratulations to the organisers, stamp dealers,
exhibitors, volunteers and others for putting on such
an enjoyable stamp exhibition in May.

There was plenty to see and do and witnessing the
Sperati printing press in action, attending the many
seminars, seeing the exhibits and having the chance
to have a discussion with master engraver Martin
Morck were just four of the many highlights of the
show for your compiler. Here’s to London 2020!*



BW Samples Briefcase
As Cher sings: “If I could turn back time”!

While in a humorous frame of mind, a second
drawing from the same publication depicts a
Bradbury, Wilkinson travelling salesman called
Cecil S W Jenkins taking a well-earned rest in their
city office in Copthall* Avenue in-between visiting
clients at some point during 1923. (*despite what
cartoonist ‘EAA’ states on the window!)

It is accompanied by a vaguely humorous article
about the man, but do not wait for a punch line! Oh
to have had sight of the contents of his briefcase
marked SPECIMENS.  It could well have included
sheets of the dummy stamps shown below.* 

Engraving Stamps is Easy!
OK maybe not, but read on for a common misperception

Reader George Muralee of Canada recently kindly
supplied PDFs of BradBank, the staff magazine of
Bradbury Wilkinson from 1922 through to 1934.

Keen on all aspects of engraving, your compiler
could not resist reproducing this cartoon about the
perceived ease of the craft of security engraving.

This 1924 drawing by ‘WG’ is captioned:

Would be Engraver - “Look here, Professor, I’m a bit
fed-up with my own line of work. Do you think I could
soon pick-up the engraving business: it is only a
question of scratching on copper, isn’t it?”

Professor - “Well, I’ve been at it for the last 60 years
and I am only just getting into it. Considering your age,
you might, if you are lucky, acquire enough ability to
engrave your own coffin plate.”

Having recently interviewed De La Rue engraver
Christopher Matthews for a forthcoming article, it is
hard not to reflect on the complexities of the process
that he had explained. Chris had worked at
Bradbury, Wilkinson between the years 1980-6.*
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Typical dummy stamps
possibly available to
Jenkins at that time.



More eBay Fantasy Rubbish
New De La Rue Key Plate ‘Large Nyasaland’s surface

The following fantasy items have recently been offered on eBay at a cost of between £3 and £6 each.
The vendor writes: “MNH Full Gum. High Quality Copy. Modern Reproduction. This Stamp is a Modern
Design. Fantasy Stamp. Why are we selling replica/fantasy stamps for the collector? Because some stamps
are too expensive. Not every collector can buy the original stamps, so they need replica to complete their

collection. All Reproduction Stamps items are marked "Replica" on the back as required by eBay.”
In fairness, they are quite nicely executed, but do not be fooled into thinking that they are anything other
than what they are - an attempt at extracting your hard earned money. Other types possibly also exist,

certainly they do with country names instead of THOS. DE LA RUE & Co. and in other designs, too
Examples are not known perforated and only the £10 KEVII value is genuinely recorded (see bottom right),

so the vendor clearly has not issued that version lest he be accused of copying a non-fantasy design.* 

                      Queen Victoria                                    King Edward VII                                   King George V

                                       King Edward VIII                                                          King George VI

                    Queen Elizabeth II GENUINE EXAMPLES OF THE ‘LARGE NYASALAND’.
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De La Rue Giori Dummy Stamp
More information found

In DS37, a couple of poor scans showed a ‘new’
dummy stamp. It had only been purchased that
month and had not been received from the vendor
and so a proper analysis of it could not be made at
that time. It has now been received and better scans
and further information can be shared here.

Mention is often made of ‘Giori presses’, but the
actual printing presses used were manufactured by
Koenig & Bauer, based on the Giori process.

The Dummy Stamp
Designer: Prof. Karl Gessner, Staatsdruckerei, AUT.
Engraver: Alfred Fischer. (An Austrian engraver
    between 1965 and 1980.)
Printer: Unknown.
Issued:  Circa 1968.
Process: Direct and indirect* intaglio.
Press:  A DLRG intaglio press.
* Also known as offset intaglio due to the use of a blanket to
temporarily hold inks before transferring them to the substrate.
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The Original Artwork

(With special thanks to
www.WikiArt.org, the Visual
Art Encyclopaedia, for the
woodcut and image details that
appear alongside and below.)  

Title:     St. Christopher
    carrying the

Infant Christ.
Artist:    Albrecht Durer.
Date:   1511.
Style:    Northern

Renaissance.
Genre:  Religious

painting.
Technique:  Woodcut.
Gallery:   British Museum,
    London, *

Gessner and Fischer had also
worked together in 1967 on a Day
of the Stamp issue for Austria, as
shown alongside. >>>
The subject is again  classical in its
style, utilising both the intaglio and
gravure printing processes.

Horizontal gutter pair seen for sale in Germany for €25.



Letterpress Printing at London 2015 Europhilex using Perkins Bacon
Tender Dies A rare chance to see an 1879/1880 die being used to print modern reproductions

Mark Copley of The Royal Philatelic Society London undertook frequent letterpress printing demonstrations
at the recent London 2015 Europhilex show employing a press once belonging to the forger Sperati. Of special
interest to DS readers was the fact that Mark used one of the 1879/1880 Perkins Bacon tender dies that is in
the possession of the Royal. Four dies with other face values were also on display in a cabinet.

Each print made was immediately destroyed with scissors and disposed of, but 120 sets of four pre-prepared
reproduction die impressions were sold at £50 per set. (See Stop Press overleaf.) An auction was held for an
unique set of five that included the additional value used for the show demonstrations. *
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   The die is in place on press bed.                           The die is inked.                        White card is placed on top of die.

  Protective padding is put in place.         Impression made by turning handle.                        The end result.

   The set of four impressions sold to visitors at London 2015 Europhilex.



Pink FTPO Dummy Stamp
Dodgy? Probably!

Your compiler is pretty sure that this item is not all
that it seems.  Everything points to this being a
cut-out from the free gift contained within an early
issue of the Philatelic Bulletin, but with the two
handstamps acting as embellishments either side.

There is no logical reason why such an item would
exist with these handstamps on them, unless you
know differently. Does any reader know the true
purposes of the GPO handstamps? The item was for
sale on eBay at £8.99. *

Stop Press
A late opportunity to buy the Sperati prints
created for London 2015 Europhilex

Mark Copley of the Royal Philatelic Society
London  advises that there are still some sets of the
four modern prints featured on page five available
to readers. The prints come within a presentation
pack and are stamped on the reverse stating that
they are one of 120 printed.

They are offered at the original cost of £50, plus £1
postage. If interested, please send an email to
secretary@rpsl.org.uk (mentioning Dummy Stamps)
to obtain details of how to order your set. Get in
quickly, though, as remaining stocks will not last
long.* 
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 ...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
    Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off. Thank you. * 

Bruckmann Update
Translation was probably wrong

Douglas Muir, Senior Curator Philately at The
British Postal Museum & Archive kindly got in
touch regarding the item detailed on page one
within DS37.

“Re Bruckmann. I think the manuscript inscription
might read Wolter, or Walter, probably being a
man’s name. Handdruck is definitely printing by
hand.”

Thanks Douglas.* 

Waterlow Dummy Stamp Engraver
has now been Identified…
…as engraver Harold James Bard

Reader George Muralee advises that the Waterlow
full-face King George VI design was engraved by
Harold James Bard.

George kindly shared a scan of four imperforate
dummy stamps for this design, as depicted  below.

Mr. Bard had also been responsible for the fine
engraving of the vignettes on the British Castles
high value definitive designs of the 1950s.

Three-quarter face versions of this design exist,
presumably also engraved by Mr. Bard. *
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